Abstract. Rapid development of science, equipment and technologies in modern society demands the training of specialists, owning profound scientific knowledge in the field of economy, informatics and especially mathematics as mathematical ideas and methods are applied in many spheres of life of society. This article is devoted to questions of improvement of mathematical education on the basis of innovative approaches. In it the essence of a method of mathematical induction is opened, possibilities of its use for the solution of the tasks having both all-methodological and practical value are shined. The author emphasized need of development in students of mathematical thinking by forming of logical chains in reasoning in the process of search of solutions of complex algebraic challenges. In article examples of the step-by-step proof of theorems, the validity of formulas, etc. are given. The material difficult for assimilation is recommended to be studied by representation of a theoretical material and forms of its practical application, and also attracting historical data and entertaining materials. Key words: mathematical and professional training, cogitative activity, mathematical speech, method of mathematical induction, practical application, formula, independent work.
Strengthening of influence of the state in education, giving to science and education of the high state and public status, essential increase in the budgetary financing are necessary conditions of creation of the strong state with effective system of public administration, with modern army, with advanced hi-tech economy. As the president I.A.Karimov addressed: Time we intend to train he specialists conforming to modern requirements, have to make modern first of all a form, shape, structure and material resources.
Globalization and complication of economic and social processes demand high level of logical and mathematical culture of society as a whole. Studying of mathematics forms such qualities, as economy in thinking, an order in work, ability to analyze, plan, and count.
Mathematical ideas and methods are applied by economists, engineers, biologists, even linguists. Therefore training in mathematics needs to pay due attention, since initial classes. The foundation for mathematical education laid at elementary school, forms base for further improvement of the personality. This foundation is laid by the elementary school teacher. Its durability depends on quality of mathematical and professional training of the teacher in a higher educational institution.
It is undoubted that mathematics teaching in higher educational institutions has strictly scientific and methodical bases and is characterized by considerable progress. It reports being trained many facts, teaches them to think mathematically, trains them in reading mathematical literature, promotes eventually to formation of the full-fledged specialist.
However, how achievements of our high level teaching of mathematics were great, need of continuous improvement of programs, methods, tutorials will allow us to conduct teaching most effectively, at the level of requirements of our time. Thus such psychological factors, such, as impact on the student of oral speech of the teacher, style of a statement of a training material, a form of relationship between the lecturer and audience and between students of group, also personal psychological lines of the student, as motivation to training, abilities, memory, the general development, speed of master and orientation, character have to be considered along with achievements of science, equipment and technologies.
The most important part of the training in mathematics is strictly logical statement of a subject and development of logical thinking of students. Psychology human factors of thinking interest. Therefore in training the factors connected with mathematics and factors connected with person have to be considered. Efficiency of thinking of the person depends on how the person treats the doctrine, it interests it or not, whether he understands a statement, whether accepts need of studying of the offered facts. At the same time, the person not only depending on abilities, but also how he is adjusted, built, excited or quiet, confident in the forces thinks or not, has positive motivation to work, etc. Teaching interested in success of training, has to create favorable conditions for the being trained.
Considering achievements of science and technology, the technology of teaching is improved constantly. Necessary condition of improvement of activity of the teacher of a higher educational institution is application of innovative approaches in various components of educational process. Combination of modern pedagogical and information technologies at the organization of occupations, independent work and control of knowledge of students promotes increase of efficiency of educational process and quality of training. Selection of these technologies it has to be carried out taking into account the above-named psychological factors.
Mathematics teaching in a higher educational institution differs from teaching at school severity of a statement and etc. The student originally difficult is given assimilation of a material of lecture occupations as he didn't get used to such abundance of the theory. School lessons are more aimed at practical application of mathematical formulas, theorems, properties, arguments or conclusions. In programs of the majority of lyceums and colleges studying of mathematical subjects stops after the first course. Therefore when teaching mathematics at the beginning it is necessary to work not only over a new material, but also over formation and improvement of cogitative activity, the mathematical speech, skills of rational educational activity and independent work of students. Thus it is necessary to find ways of drawing attention of students, to use receptions facilitating assimilation of the difficult theory. The teacher has to be able to operate activity of students. Here it is possible to quote of A. Disterveyg: The bad teacher presents truth, well -teaches it to find.
One of difficult subjects for students of the initial education direction is the subject "Axiomatic Approach to Creation of a Set of Natural Numbers". This subject is studied along with "Set-theoretic approach to creation of a set of the whole non-negative numbers" and it is considered more difficult because of the abstractness. We will look at creation of a problem situation for drawing attention of students and an explanation of features of this material on the example of studying of the subject "Method of Mathematical Induction" which is part of the above-named subject. The method is based on an axiom of mathematical induction which sounds so: if some subset A sets of natural numbers N contains number 1, and with each natural number of n contains n+1 number, a set A coincides with a set of N. Using this axiom it is possible to prove the validity of statements of a look A (n) which have been set on a set of natural numbers N.
The proof a method of mathematical induction consists of three steps: 1.
To show the validity of a predicate A (n) at n=1, i.e. to establish that 1∈А, where Aa set of the validity of a predicate A (n).
2.
To assume that the predicate A (n) is true at some n=k, here it is supposed that к∈А. 3.
Based on this assumption to prove the validity of a predicate And (n) for n=k+1, it shows that к+1∈А. Further it is possible to draw a conclusion that A(n) is carried out for ∀n∈N. In practice to students suggest proving a method of mathematical induction some predicates which has been set on a set of natural numbers. For example to prove the validity of such formula
Students find not at once dynamism of record at the left. Its studying can be facilitated, having shown application. Bright examples with consistently changing quantity of components since on examples it is easier to understand as are necessary n changes and depending on it A(n) changes.
For example, before offering students for the proof a method of full induction a formula (1), it is useful to offer the following tasks:
1. To find the sum of consecutive numbers from 1 to n (instead of n concrete numbers 20, 35, 40 … are given at first, and then it is generalized to any n).
2. To find quantity of the pieces which are turning out on a piece of AB at division by its internal n-1 by points on n of not being crossed pieces.
How many segments are there in this figure? 1.
To find the number of triangles with the vertex at the point, the base of which lie on the line segment AB, obtained by adding n internal points. 2.
These three tasks in fact simple and for the decision don't demand special difficult theories and have an identical basis at the decision. We will try to solve the first problem. The sum of consecutive numbers from 1 to n will be easy to be found by the principle: the sum equidistant from the center of this number sequence is identical. It is property of the number sequence, making an arithmetic progression: 1, 2, 3, …, n. The sum find a formula:
Now dependence of quantity of components of the sum on n will be clear to students: At n=1only one component -S(1)=1. At n =2 two components -S(2)=1+2=3. At n=3 three components in the sum -S(3)=1+2+3=6, and etc.. task 2 in dynamics is given to the solution of the first task: At n = 1 only one piece -AB. At n = 2 1+2=3 pieces -AB, AC, CB turn out. At n = 3 (Fig. 1) it turns out 1+2+3 = 6 pieces -AB, AC, AD, CB, CD, DB and etc. From them: 1-big piece of AB, 2 double pieces of CB and AD, 3 unary pieces of AC, CD and DB.
Thus, addition of each new point increases number of pieces by n, where n -quantity of unary pieces. At any n of all it will turn out pieces. Task 3 is directly connected with 2 task: how many bases -are so much triangles. At first problems are solved for special cases, and then generalized for any values n, further for finding of the sum the formula (1) which correctness is proved by a method of full mathematical induction is offered. The validity of this formula was shown for some values n, in the course of performance of above-mentioned tasks.
Further it is possible to offer a task which will be a basis for understanding of the following formula:
It, for example, a task about finding of quantity of all squares in this square. The square with the party of equal n is given, this square is divided into squares, with the party equal 1.
The quantity of squares can be considered differently. From the mathematical point of view here it is necessary to find any general approach for calculation K -quantities of squares with the party of equal n.
For n=1 K=1 ( fig. 5 ). For n=2 ( fig. 6 ) K=5 since in drawing we see one big -four-cellular and 4 small -monocelled squares. I.e. K=1+4.
For n=3 ( fig. 7 ) K it is possible to count by the previous principle: the monocelled-9, four-cellular -4, nine-cellular -1.
In this case K=1+4+9=12+22+32. At this stage it will be possible to assume that for n=4 the quantity of squares will equal to the sum of squares of consecutive natural numbers from 1 to 4, that is K = 12+22+32+42. The validity of this assumption can be checked on the drawing: Pic. 8.
Really, quantity of the monocelledsquares equals 16, it is 42. Four-cellular -9,16 celled -1. Only 12+22+32+42. Thatit is possible to count this sum to use a formula (2). Thus, the formula can be applied to squares with any quantity of squares. It is clear that this task can be expanded to three-dimensional space: to count quantity of cubes cubed, with the party of equal n. The following formula will be useful to this case: 
This formula is offered to be proved a method of mathematical induction. We will carry out the proof: 1 step. We will show the validity for n=1. For this purpose in a formula instead of n we will substitute 1. 
3-step. From the validity of a formula for n=k, we will remove the validity for n=k+1. There is one more element is added: 
From this the validity (3) formulas for any natural numbers follows. As we see, the method is difficult for perception of students since it is a little abstract. Examples are difficult because of dependence on n.
Thus, assimilation of a difficult theoretical material can be made more productive, using the material opening an essence of the theory, showing practical application, entertaining or historical data.
